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Bomb attacks, ambushes, mysterious illnesses — militant leaders in eastern Ukraine often
die in violent and dramatic ways, even far away from the frontline. And now, Alexander
Zakharchenko has died in a bomb blast.

Rebels in Ukraine are still reeling from the assassination of the head of the self-proclaimed
“Donetsk People’s Republic,” Alexander Zakharchenko, who was killed by a bomb blast on
August  31  while  sitting  in  a  coffee  shop  in  downtown  Donetsk.  The  entity’s  “finance
minister” and a youth leader were injured in the attack. The rebels say they captured
“Ukrainian operatives” after the bombing.

However, 42-year-old Zakharchenko is only the latest in a line of rebel commanders who
have died in  dramatic  ways.  Another  Donetsk  leader,  Vladimir  Makovich,  briefly served as
the “vice speaker” of the rebel assembly in 2014 before fading into the background of the
rebel administration. He died in 2017, with the official cause of death being a brain tumor.
He was 54-years-old.

Shot during an ambush

Just a few months before Makovich’s passing, battalion commander Mikhail Tolstykh was
killed  when  someone  fired  an  incendiary  rocket  at  his  office  outside  Donetsk.  Tolstykh,
better  known  by  his  nom  de  guerre  “Givi,”  was  36  at  the  time.

In 2016, top militant leader Arsen Pavlov, also know as “Motorola,” was killed when a bomb
was placed in an elevator of his apartment building. The Russian-born warlord was 33, and
the  commander  of  the  so-called  “Sparta”  battalion.  Rebel  officials  blamed  both  of  the
commanders’ deaths on “Ukrainian operatives.” Kyiv denied any involvement and pointed
the finger at Moscow, describing such attacks as Russia-sponsored “purges.”

Heart attack at 46

All in all, nearly a dozen high-ranking militants were killed in the last three years. Others
faced unexpected diseases.

To read complete article by Deutsche Welle, click here
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